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ABSTRACT
Quality of Service (QoS) provisioning in networks requires proper scheduling algorithm. Internet traffic,
especially real-time multimedia applications, is bursty in nature . Hence, in addition to the service rate
which is commonly used to isolate service of sessions, other parameters should be involved. In this paper
a scheduling algorithm is proposed that attempts to provide a balance between bursty and non-bursty
(smooth) traffic. We improve thewell-known packet scheduling algorithm, SCFQ.Our proposed algorithm
is proficient to compensate an adjustable amount of missed service to each session. The average delay of
the proposed algorithm is evaluated by simulation. An important advantage of our algorithm is that
byselecting correct parameter setting for each session, the average delay of a bursty session can be
reduced. Furthermore, compared to SCFQ our proposed algorithm does not necessitate any additional
computation.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Different kinds of services in multimedia networks need different kinds of quality of services
(QoS). QoS is usually quantified by end-to-end delay, service rate, delay variation (jitter) and
packet loss rate. QoS provision might be accomplished in different network layers or devices
such as switches or routers. Due to their key role in QoS provisioning, scheduling algorithms
have received much attention in the literature [1]-[6].
In the development of packet scheduling algorithms, with respect to internal structures, there are
two categories of scheduling algorithms: sorted-priority and frame-based [1]. In a sortedpriority category, a set of potential functions or virtual clocks are defined. When a packet
arrives in or departs from the server, the values of the virtual clock are updated. For each
waiting packet in the queue, a time stamp is calculated from the virtual clocks. The scheduler
sorts packets in order of the time stamps and serves a packet with the highest priority [7]-[8]. A
useful survey can be found in [2].
In the other category i.e. frame-based, a duration of time is defined as the frame which includes
time-slots. Based on the requested service rate, each session reserves some time-slots in the
frame. The round robin family is a major kind of algorithms in this category [9],[10].
In both of the above categories, the reserved or requested service rate is usually applied to
isolate sessions. Many kinds of packet scheduling algorithms e.g. WFQ, SCFQ, GR, DRR etc.
have been proposed to distribute available bandwidth fairly among all backlogged sessions in
terms of requested service rates, hence, this kind of scheduling algorithm is called Rate
Proportional Server (RPS)[1]. However, most of the RPS schedulers do not have acceptable
performance when bursty traffic and non-bursty (smooth) sessions compete. Suppose a bursty
and a smooth session, equal in term of requested service rates are scheduled by an RPS. When
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the bursty session starts to send data after having been idle while the smooth session received
regular service, the RPS scheduler serves both sessions similarly. Because only the service rates
are involved in the scheduling algorithm, unused service in idle duration cannot return back to
the bursty session. In the next section, the treatment of bursty traffic and non-bursty traffic
under by an RPS scheduler is studied with an example.
The bursty nature of internet traffic [11] and QoS requirements in multimedia applications
motivate us to consider in addition to the requested service rate, another parameter which would
describe the need for bursty service in the scheduling algorithm. However, the scheduling of
bursty traffic has been an attractive subject for investigation.[12]-[28]. In these studies the
authors attempt to design scheduling algorithms that provide acceptable service for bursty traffic
by involving more parameters such as delay due time, unused credit or burst specification in the
scheduling algorithms. By adjusting the proper parameters, a better QoS can be provided to
each bursty session.
In some studies, traffic is modelled by a series of bursts, and the scheduling algorithm takes into
account its special requirements and specifications [17]-[19]. This model is suitable for
compressed video such as the MPEG format [17], or optical burst switches (OBS)[20]-[21].
Some scheduling algorithms which consider bursty traffic and channel disappearance in
wireless networks are studied in [22]-[24]. In [22] some credit values are proposed to count
number of unavailable or unused service for each session. Some other studies define a due time
threshold for each session and the server tries to send the packets within the timing limit of this
threshold [18]-[25].
There are also other methods which use the delay or jitter (i.e. delay variation) parameter as
their main scheduling parameter [26]-[27], due to jitter importance in multimedia applications.
In this group of schedulers, bursty traffic is treated implicitly.
In this paper, we improve SCFQ[7] the famous RPS scheduling algorithm, to provide fair
service to both bursty and non-bursty flows. A dominant feature of SCFQ is that its fairness
index (which is based on the service rate) is less than twice the minimum value that can be
achieved for a packetized scheduling algorithm [7].
The organization of the paper is as follows. Section II presents our proposed scheduling
algorithm named Burst-Service Self Clock Fair Queuing (BSCFQ). In section III, we study the
performance of the proposed scheduling method by a simulation model. Section IV concludes
the paper.

2. BURST SERVICE SCFQ
In this section, we present a modification of a known scheduling scheme named SCFQ that
provides proper service to burst traffic. First, we define some parameters and criteria which are
used in the remainder of the paper.

2.1. Definitions
Definition 1-The amount of service:

Let S  ,   denote the amount of service which session fi receives during (t1, t2). The amount
of service is equal to the sum of all packet lengths in fi which are completely served by the
server. The amount of service is measured in term of data unit e.g. bit.
Let



denote the reserved service rate, then the relative service of the session fi is shown by
 , 
s  ,   and defined as follows:
.
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Definition 2- Postponed service:
Due to lack of data, each session fi may receive service which is less than its reserved service.
We call the amount of service which is not offered to a session due to the lack of data as the
"postponed service".
Definition 3- Compensable service threshold:
Compensable service is defined when a server tries to offer more service to a session which has
some amount of postponed service and finally can compensate it in a limited time period. This
amount of postponed service which can be compensated is called compensable service.
Compensating of service should be carried out in a condition in which other sessions are
backlogged. The maximum amount of service which can be compensated by a server for each
session is called its compensable service threshold.
Let γi denote the compensable service threshold for session fi in this paper.
In packet by packet scheduling algorithms (no preemptive type), the server does not start
serving a new packet before the service of the last packet is finished. Therefore, it is possible to
consider a condition in which one packet is served more than accords with the share of session
fi. Consequently, the amount of service may advance up to Li (the maximum packet length in fi).
Therefore, we can say that if session fi has a postponed service equal to Li, the server can
compensate for it in the assumed condition. With respect to definition 3, in packet by packet
scheduling algorithms we can conclude that the compensable service threshold should be at
least equal to Li or:  
(1)

2.2. Self-Clock Fair Queue
SCFQ [7] is a sorted-priority scheduler that defines the finishing time stamp for each packet as
follows:    , 
 is

! "

$%

#

(2)
th

Where
the finishing time stamp of the k packet of session fi. The virtual clock of the
system in SCFQ is denoted by  ! which is equal to the finishing time stamp of the packet
which is being served when the kth packet arrives.  and * are the packet length of the kth packet
and requested service rate in session fi. This formula estimates the finishing service time of each
packet in a fluid flow system and applies it in packet by packet scheduling. The calculating of
(2) is easier than some other estimations such as those in WFQ.

2.3. Burst-Service Self-Clock Fair Queue
In addition to the request service rate, i.e. ρi, we apply another non-negative parameter in
BSCFQ which is named flash back and denoted by fbi. Flash back is a parameter which adjusts
the amount of compensable service threshold by playing back the virtual time of the system in
the session fi's view, therefore fbi is measured by the duration of the second.
The main difference between SCFQ and BSCFQ is in the calculation of the finishing time
stamp. In BSCFQ the finishing time stamp of the kth packet in fi is calculated as follows:
0
.0
$%
 ≜ ,


 , /0  1 23 " #  . 4 0

(3)

/0 ≜ 5/0! , 

(4)

Where is the arrival time of the kth packet and 23 is the flash back parameter in session fi.
vc(t) is the overall virtual clock of the system and defined as:
! 6

! 7  8 !9
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FCurrent is the finishing time stamp of the packet that is being served in the server at time t and tn
is the nth moment in which vc(t) is modified and vc(tn-1) is the previous stored virtual clock . We
assumed that: vc(0)=0.
For each session also we define a virtual clock as follow:
/0  ≜ :;$ 1

$<=>


(5)

Where :;$ and :;$
are the finishing time stamp and length of the packet which is head of line

in session fi at time t. If a session is not backlogged, i.e. there is no packet as a head of line
packet, then the time stamp of the previous packet is considered as vci(t). We also assumed that:
vci(0)=0. Let /0 ,   denote /0  1 /0 .
Similar to SCFQ, we assume that by ending a busy period, i.e. when the server has no more
packet in the queue, the algorithm reinitialized by setting all the vc ,vci and packet counts in
each session fi to zero.
Note that when a session becomes backlogged after an idle period, (3) indicates that  may be
less than /0 . Therefore, it is possible that  ! will be less than the finishing time of the
last served packet . By defining (4), in this case the value of the vc(t) remains constant.
In acondition in which all sessions are regularly backlogged  ! is less than or equal to the
finishing stamp of the head of line packet in each session due to the packet selection mechanism
which a packet by the minimum value of the finishing time stamp is selected.

Figure 1. Packet Arrival and Departure Times in Ex.1

2.4. Example
In the following examples, we attempt to illustrate the mechanism of our algorithm. BSCFQ and
SCFQ results are compared to indicate the benefits of this modification.
It is assumed that there are 2 sessions, all packets lengths are the same and the requested service
rates, (ρ1 and ρ2) are equal to 0.5 packet/sec in both Ex. 1 and Ex.2. The flash back of the
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sessions f1 and f2 (23 and 23 ) are equal to 0 and 6 sec respectively in both examples. Arrivals
in example1 and example2 are different.
Figure 1 indicates the arrivals and departures in Ex.1 for both SCFQ and BSCFQ algorithms. In
each algorithm (for example part A), arrows in the diagrams A-1 and A-2, indicate the arrival
times of packets in f1 and f2. The finishing time stamps of each packet are also indicated above
each packet's arrow. Diagrams A-3 and B-3 indicate the moments of packet departure from the
system. Meanwhile, we indicate the finishing time stamp of the packet above each arrow and
the virtual clock of the system between both departure times is shown in diagrams A-3 and B-3.
In both examples, if the service of f2 is postponed then the BSCFQ scheduler is able to
compensate for only 3 postponed packets. The packet arrivals in Ex.1 indicate that when 3
packets are served from f1, session f2 is backlogged. In SCFQ the service is equally divided
between two sessions after the 3rd second and cannot compensate for the postponed service. But
in BSCFQ, first the postponed service is served to f2 then the service is equally divided between
the two sessions. Ex.2 shows that the amount of service which can be compensated for by
BSCFQ is limited even if the postponed service is more than 3 packets.

Figure 2. Packet Arrival and Departure Times in Ex.2
Average packet delays in Ex.1 and Ex.2 are collected in Table 1. The average delay of f2 in both
examples is decreased by BSCFQ. The results indicate that it is possible to adjust BSCFQ to
compensate for a desired value of postponed service and thus, to decrease its average packet
delay.
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Table 1. Average packet delay in SCFQ and BSCFQ
Example
Ex.1
Ex.2
method
SCFQ BSCFQ SCFQ BSCFQ
1.00
2.00
0.13
0.88
f1
Average Delay
2.50
1.50
2.33
1.33
f2

3. SIMULATION MODEL
With the aim of evaluating the average packet delay in the performance of the BSCFQ
algorithm, we create a simulation model using SIMULINK® in MATLAB. The model includes
4 sessions with equal arrival rates but different burstiness parameters. The arrival traffic in the f1
and f4 sessions is considered to be smooth but for the f2 and f3 sessions it is bursty.
In the first scenario, we assumed that the f1 and f4 sessions have a constant packet rate with
packet inter arrival time equal to 4 sec while sessions f2 and f3 have switched (ON-OFF) traffic
models. During ON intervals a constant packet rate is used with inter arrival time equal to 0.1
sec, while no packet is generated during OFF intervals. ON and OFF intervals are constant but
their periods are different in f2 and f3. We assume that the ON interval is 0.7 sec with a 28 sec
period in f2 while it is 0.3 sec with 12 sec period in f3. The mean arrival rates in all sessions are
the same and equal to 0.25 pkt/sec. The capacity of the output link is considered as 1 pkt/sec
and all packets are to have the same length. Figure 3 indicates the arrivals in the first scenario. It
is obvious that the postponed service in sessions f2 and f3 may be respectively 7 and 3 in each
period.
In order to study the effect of random arrival in our discussion, we build another scenario in
which the arrival process in one of the sessions (e.g. f4) is Poisson. In the second scenario, we
assume that in session f4 packet inter arrival time is exponential (with parameter 4) instead of
being constant. All other assumptions are the same as in the first scenario.

Figure 3.Arrivals in simulation model
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We also examine SCFQ and BSCFQ with various flash back parameters for f2 and f3. A
summary of the parameters for each different case is given in Table 2. For the first example, the
value of flash back for session f2 is increased in 4 steps (BSCFQ1 to BSCFQ4); it is also
increased in another session, f3, in 3 steps (BSCFQ5 to BSCFQ7). Finally, the flash back values
in both f2 and f3 sessions are changed in 2 steps in the first example (BSCFQ8 and BSCFQ9) and
also in the second example (BSCFQ1 and BSCFQ2).
3.1. Simulation Results
The average and maximum delays of each session are computed for 1000 sec in the first
scenario. The delay of each packet is computed during simulation time and simulation results
are shown in Table 3 and depicted by Figures4 and 5 respectively which show the average delay
for different values of flash back in f2 and f3.
Table 3Average and maximum of packet delay in the first scenario

SCFQ
BSCFQ1
BSCFQ2
BSCFQ3
BSCFQ4
BSCFQ5
BSCFQ6
BSCFQ7
BSCFQ8
BSCFQ9

Average of delay ineach session

Maximum delay of each session

f1
3.53
3.55
4.59
5.26
5.42
3.10
2.75
3.03
5.02
5.94

f1
10.05
10.05
8.05
9.05
12.05
6.05
4.05
4.05
7.05
11.05

f2
9.30
9.09
6.59
4.29
3.81
10.09
13.06
13.36
8.59
8.50

f3
6.49
6.66
7.41
8.16
8.34
6.03
3.72
2.87
4.69
4.14

f4
1.97
1.99
2.69
3.56
3.69
2.07
1.75
2.03
3.00
2.71

f2
21.40
21.40
18.40
10.40
8.40
22.40
25.40
26.40
21.40
21.40

f3
10.80
10.80
14.80
14.80
14.80
10.80
6.80
4.80
8.80
8.80

f4
4.05
4.05
6.05
7.05
7.05
4.05
3.05
3.05
5.05
5.05

10.00

Delay (sec)

Scheduling
Algorithm

8.00
6.00
4.00
2.00
0.00
f1

f2

f3

f4

Session

SCFQ

BSCFQ1

BSCFQ2

BSCFQ3

BSCFQ4

Figure 4The packet delay averagein eachsession at different cases
(The flash backof session f2is changed).
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Delay (sec)
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10.00

5.00

0.00
f1

f2

f3

f4

Session

SCFQ

BSCFQ5

BSCFQ6

BSCFQ7

Figure 5The packet delay averagein eachsession at different cases
(The flash back of session f3is changed).

Delay (sec)

15.00
10.00
5.00
0.00
f1

f2

f3

f4
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SCFQ

BSCFQ4

BSCFQ7

BSCFQ8

BSCFQ9

Figure 6The packet delay averagein different sessions at different cases
( The flash back values of both sessions f2 and f4 are changed)
Figure 6shows the average delay of each session when the flash back of both f2 and f3 sessions
are increased (BSCFQ8 and BSCFQ9). SCFQ, BSCFQ4 and BSCFQ7 are shown in this figure for
comparison.

Delay (sec)

20.00
15.00
10.00
5.00
0.00
f1

f2

f3

f4

Session

SCFQ

BSCFQ1

BSCFQ2

Figure 7 Average delays in the second scenario
Table 4 Average packet delay in the second scenario
Scheduling Algorithm
SCFQ
BSCFQ1
BSCFQ2

Average delay of each session
f1
5.78
5.80
14.21

f2
12.69
8.23
6.09

f3
6.56
4.93
5.11

f4
13.18
19.06
12.98

Table 4 and Figure 7 show the average delay of the second scenario. We consider only two
cases for this scenario where the value of the flash back in sessions f2 and f3 are non-zero.
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3.2. Discussion
With respect to Figure 4 and Figure 5, we can see that by increasing the value of flash back of a
session, (our proposed parameter for the adjustment of the amount of compensable service
threshold) the corresponding average delay is decreased. When the flash back of a session
increases, however, average delays in other sessions may either increase (e.g. f1 , f3 and f4 in
Figure4 and f2 in Figure5) or show no noticeable change ( e.g. f1 and f4 in Figure 5). This effect
is predictable due to the fact that overall average packet delay during a busy period is constant
when the server is in work-conserve mode. A work-conserve server is a server which is busy
during every time period that at least one session is backlogged. Therefore, when the average
delay of a session during a busy period decreases, the average delay in other sessions should be
increased or kept constant to ensure the overall average delay remains constant.
Figure 6 indicates the average delay when we want to provide burst service to both of the bursty
sessions. Delay average in both bursty sessions f2 and f3 are reduced by increasing the flash back
value (compare BSCFQ8 and BSCFQ9 with SCFQ). Although average delay in other sessions
(e.g. f1 and f4) increase in BSCFQ8 and BSCFQ9 in comparison with SCFQ, the growing of
average delay in other sessions is slighter than that in BSCFQ4 and BSCFQ7 where the server
provides burst service only to one session.
These results are satisfied when the arrivals in session f4 are random. The results in Figure 7
show as is the case in the first scenario, the average delays of f2 and f3 are reduced in
comparison with the delay in SCFQ.
We can also observe that the average delay of f4 is increased in scenario2 as compared to
scenario1. The random nature of the arrival process can be considered as the main factor in the
increase in the average delay of f4. Therefore, we conclude that BSCFQ can reduce the average
delay of bursty sessions even when the arrival is random.

4. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have proposed BSCFQ to improve SCFQ, as a known RPS scheduling
algorithm. In addition to request service rate,we introduce a new parameter called flash backfor
each session. The flash back parameter has beenused to measure the amount of postponed
service that should be compensated by the BSCFQ server. Therefore, BSCFQ provides better
service to bursty sessions rather than SCFQ.
An important advantage of BSCFQ vs. SCFQ is that the average delay of a burstysession can be
reduced. To study the average delay in BSCFQ, we constructed a simulation model. Our
simulation results demonstrate that in compare with SCFQ, BSCFQ reduces theaverage delay
in bursty sessions. It is worth pointing out that QoSs of most of multimedia applications e.g.
real-time video streaming depends on such a feature. An upper bound of delay will be derived in
our upcoming publications.in BSCFQ scheduling algorithm.The computational complexity of
our proposed algorithm, is the same as SCFQ. This is because BSCFQ only adds a subtraction
function in calculating the finishing-tag and also a comparison during virtual clock computation.
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